What is Trust Your Supplier?
Trust Your Supplier (TYS) is a new, cross industry, blockchain network designed to improve
supplier qualification, validation, onboarding and life cycle information management. TYS allows
for a trusted source of supplier information and digital identity that simplifies and accelerates
supplier onboarding and lifecycle management.
We expect all of our suppliers to join TYS because the traditional processes involved in supplier
qualification, validation, onboarding, and life cycle management are highly inefficient and
repetitive for both you AND us as a buyer. This is the new standard for supplier onboarding and
lifecycle management at ADP.

Why should you join the TYS network?
▪

I only have to provide
my company info once
I can build new apps using
the platform’s data and
services

Supplier
I have instant access to
360 degree pre-verified
onboarding supplier info
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Up-to-date client data
allows me to automate
onboarding &
maintenance plus offer
new services

Auditor
I can easily access info
for all auditing
purposes

▪ TYS is a network used to create new
connections and help manage the
procurement process, it is not made to
replace transactional systems.

Verifier
I can provide
verification
as a service

TYS allows present and future buyers
of your products to have one source of
information about your company that is
current and eliminates the need to send
updates individually.

▪ As the TYS network grows your
company becomes discoverable to
other buyers on the network. The value
of this network increases as the
network grows.

Certificate Issuer
I can verify the originality
of the certificates easily
and build trust

▪ TYS allows for transparency in the
supply chain process.

Next Steps…
1. Accept the invitation
2. Complete your supplier profile and questionnaires
3. Please join one of the monthly supplier webinars for instructions on the
onboarding process https://www.trustyoursupplier.com/suppliers/
4. Onboarding is completed by ADP and business transactions may proceed.
5. Please have your IT team enable "trustyoursupplier.com” within your company
email servers to ensure you promptly receive the TYS invitation and mark this
domain as safe to keep notifications out of spam filters.
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